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Abstract. Numerical investigation of heat ventilation on the traditional house attic
of Buginese in a hot and humid tropical climate was carried out using
computational fluid dynamics models. The Navier-Stokes (RANS) modeling
approach is used for numerical investigations. Determined the breakdown of
steady-state conditions by using SolidWorks Flow Simulation software. Based on
various flow simulations, numerical results obtained for temperature distribution,
airflow patterns, indoor turbulence characteristics, Dynamic pressure, Density,
and Turbulent Viscosity are presented. Using numerical results, it is known that
the stack effect lowers the Attic temperature by increasing the airflow in it.
Keywords: Thermal Comfort, Attic Thermal, Chimney Effect, CFD Simulation.

1 Introduction
The condition of Indonesia's hot and humid tropical climate causes problems of heat
accumulation in the attic and inside the built-in residential space. To overcome this problem,
residents use a mechanical air conditioning unit to reduce indoor temperature [1, 2]. Some
researchers see the potential difference in attic temperature and the environment in hot and
humid tropical climates can support the effect of chimney for cooling the room for free [3-6].
The potential for natural cooling in triangular lofts in tropical climates has attracted many
researchers. The utilization of solar energy is one of the main strategies used to provide
renewable energy buildings. Chimney effect strategy to conduct an in-depth study of this
potential requires high accuracy in its calculations. In the analysis, there are many methods used
to obtain maximum benefits, but of the many methods used, the methods of experimentation,
field measurements, and computer simulations are the most widely used [6-10].
This study aims to investigate the numerical heat ventilation in the attic of traditional
Buginese houses in a hot and humid tropical climate. Investigate the possibility of technical
analysis of several strategies to improve the passive natural ventilation system model using
computer simulation methods. When evaluating the effectiveness of designs in attic spaces,
much comprehensive building simulation software are commonly used, such as EnergyPlus,
ESP-r, Transys, Ansys [11-14]. A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) software that is
SolidWorks Flow Simulation (SWFS) that has operational ease and is quite accurate still rarely
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used for attic investigation as once did on the roof of a house in the United States [12]. In
Indonesia, several recent studies analyzing classroom air flow using SWFS have been carried
out [15, 16].
Based on the literature review, it is clear that research on the potential for passive cooling in
buildings has generated the interest of researchers throughout the world, especially using
computer analysis. However, recent research is still lacking using SWFS software to investigate
airflow on triangular roofs in hot and humid climates. More specifically in Indonesia, almost no
studies have concentrated on passive cooling studies in attics, so weather studies on attics need
to be done. The purpose of this study was to report thermal conditions in attic of traditional
Buginese houses using SWFS analysis.

2 Material and Methods
2.1 Simulation Software
SolidWorks Simulation (version 2016) is used to simulate airflow and heat transfer. This
software was previously validated in the literature [12, 15, 17]. The air properties are assumed
to be constant, the air flow in the cavity is considered stable and a pressure based solver is used.
The CFD model used in this work is based on the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)
equation. Continuity, momentum, and energy equations are solved by the turbulence model
RNG k - ε (2 equations), which is recommended for building simulations [11, 12, 15].
2.2 Geometry
Picture. 1 presents a 2-dimensional cross-section attic prototype with height h = 0.3 m, and
width l = 0.60 m. In this system, two holes are placed at the base of the attic and one hole at the
top of the attic. The first and second holes are located at the bottom of the attic each 0.01 m,
placed at a distance of 0.01 m from the horizontal field of the attic, used for induction of air
flow from the environment to the attic. The third hole, placed at a distance h = 0.3 m from the
base on the attic, allows the evacuation of air from the interior space to the top of the attic.

Fig. 1. 3D view of the building and detail of the attic model
2.3 Numerical Model
The mathematical description of this model is based on the Navier-Stokes equation, which
is a law that refers to mass darkness, momentum, and energy conservation, [11, 12] given as
follows:
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3 Results and Discussion
As presented in Figure 1, a traditional Bugis house attic is defined in a 2-dimensional
calculation, considered visualizing, air temperature, air average velocity, dynamic pressure,
density, turbulent energy, and turbulent viscosity under conditions this is steady flow because
the air is not compressed.
There are two simulation models that are compared, namely: 1) Showing the condition of
the air temperature distribution in Attic when there is almost no air exchange circulation or no
ventilation, after which the roof surface heat limit conditions are set in Ta = 46.3 ºC, attic base
Tb = 34.9ºC (MODEL-1). 2) the simulation model is governed by boundary conditions, in two
holes at the bottom of the lot where airflow is regulated by boundary codition static pressure
with ambient temperature Tc = 32.1 ºC. A rooftop hole was determined by boundary condition
environment pressure Td = 32.2 ºC (MODEL-2).
3.1 Temperature
Figure 2 shows the temperature distribution in the fields specified for the two ventilation
models. Figure 2a, it has been observed that the temperature is regulated by attic boundary
conditions without ventilation (MODEL-1) shows the highest temperature T = 64.3 ºC with an
average T = 53.9 ºC, attic heat distribution on the roof surface and higher attic upper chamber,
to the lower bottom Figure 2b shows the air temperature distribution in the attic with (MODEL2) a decrease in temperature, that is, the average T = 40.1 ºC, the distribution of hot air on the
roof surface gets cooler and reaches the lowest value in the attic hole due to air infiltration.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the temperature field.
3.2 Velocity
Figure 3 shows the velocity field distribution in the field for two ventilation models. Based
on these results, figure 3a explains that the average velocity in the attic space (MODEL-1),
which is 0.017 m/s, is spread unevenly to the bottom of the attic, heat fluctuations occur so that
the maximum air velocity can reach V = 0.12 m/s. Figure 3b shows the air flow distribution
(MODEL-2) that there is air induction from the direction of the hole on the attic base which
flows along the roof surface which finally exits at the top of the attic with maximum V = 0.4
m/s occurring at the top of the attic. This attic with a zinc roof can hold great heat energy during
the day. In particular, the area of the middle of the attic zone is characterized by a low-velocity
value that does not exceed V = 0.05 m/s
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the velocity field.
3.3 Dynamic pressure
Figure 4 shows the dynamic pressure on the cut load. Based on these results, we find the
distribution characteristics of the maximum dynamic pressure values almost evenly distributed
throughout the attic area, especially the area around the roof surface and the attic base, in the
Model-1 simulation (Fig. 4a). However, Model-2 simulations show a dynamic pressure
distribution higher than only concentrated in the discharge area located between the inlet and
roof wall to the attic peak (Fig. 4b). Outside this zone, the dynamic pressure decreases before
rising in the exit hole at the top of the attic.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the dynamic pressure field.
3.4 Density
Figure 5 shows the density in the specified cutting plane. Based on these results, we find the
characteristics of higher density zones on the surface of the attic base in the Model-1 simulation
(Fig. 5a). For the Model-2 simulation (Fig. 5b), higher densities occur in the discharge area
located between the inlet at the bottom of the attic and the left and right roof walls, which
continue to decrease to the top of the attic.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the density field.
3.5 Turbulent Energy
Figure 6 shows the turbulent energy in the cut plane. Based on these results, we find the
characteristics of the turbulent energy zone around the roof surface in the attic section of the
Model-1 simulation. For the Model-2 simulation (Fig. 6b), the turbulent distribution of energy
is only around the roof surface in the attic, but the value is higher than the Model-1 simulation
(Fig. 6a).
(a)
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the Turbulent Energy field.
3.7 Turbulent Viscosity
Figure 7 shows the turbulent viscosity in the cutting plane. Based on these results, it has
been observed that turbulent viscosity is low in the hole inlet located at the bottom of the attic
to rise to the top of the attic. High turbulent viscosity occurs in the middle of the attic in a Model1 simulation.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the turbulent viscosity field.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a computational study using the SolidWorks Flow
Simulation software from heat ventilation in the attic of a traditional Buginese house in a hot
and humid tropical climate using the chimney effect of the sun's heat potential. The Buginese
house triangular roof can store large heat stocks during the day throughout the year. This
solution can improve weather conditions in the attic by modifying how to increase the flow of
air in it, by utilizing the stack effect that occurs due to differences in attic temperature and the
environment. In this study, the inlet area was made of two holes at the base of the attic. This
flow creates two circulation zones on the inner surface of the roof which then empties into the
top of the attic. By approaching the hole located at the top of the attic, the speed is slightly
increased. These results present a very interesting idea for building thermal energy using a solar
terrace system. In the future, we propose to work on a method that saves energy to assume
continuous heating with zero energy.
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